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Abstract
A concordance in cognition activity of possibly interrelated crowdsourcers aimed to property
recognition in the voluminous data sources is considered. Data sources are of either usual
nature or manually generated with the crowdsourcing. The proposed model is based on the
variable domains assumption. A general layout is able to take into account an interaction of
crowdsourcers and properties when they are varying with the evolving the events. The cognition
model is of stage-by-stage type and has the representable functor. This model as may be shown
is faithfully embedded into a category of indexed sets. Using the proposed neighborhood for
cognition activity leads to a ﬂexible computing model.
Keywords: crowdsourcing, Big Data, Thick Data, variable domains, cognition model, concordance,
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1 Introduction
There are no commonly adopted in use cognitive architecture and model of cognition. In
this paper we build the model of cognition based on assumption of evolving the knowledge
“stages”. This paper is inspired by a some kind of similarity between the “natural” [5] and
“ordinary” computing which we mostly are familiar with. A generic notion for both kinds
of computing is the information process. Here is an attempt to construct its model to cover
the type-generating procedure which is fundamental for information processes. To achieve the
aim a kind of homotopy based model is involved and applied to an area of crowdsourcing and
the practical activity of crowdsourcers. In their manual processing and generating the diverse
data sources they often work as a kind of “knowledge engineers”. And this activity needs a
faithful computation model based on rigorous “knowledge mechanics”. This is done using the
models relating to applicative computing systems [1] where the main point is the interplay, or
interaction of the objects of a rather abstract nature.
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A task of property recognition has a vital importance in analysis of Big Data to extract the
needed in practice Thick Data [4]. The modern trend in solving this task is to attract a group
of crowdsources. The technology of crowdsourcing generates, in addition to usual sources of
data, manually produced data sources which have a trend to tremendous growing.
Such a “thickening” of data is the main point of a type theory, but to bring in this process
more ﬂexibility some key ideas of a homotopy type theory [9] will be used. As a consequence,
this will allow to explicitly include some extra-parameters to characterize the action of a group
of, possibly, interrelated crowdsourcers.
The interconnections of social media, data integration, and human computation can be
found out in [2]. A conﬁdence of the crowd was analyzed in [8]. Variable domains in a category
theory were reﬁned in [9].
A preliminary study of possible media of interaction was in [11] for semantic nets and in
[10], [12] for applicative models in case of interaction of objects with environment. The vision
of information processes from a point of view of computational thinking was studied in [6], [7].
In Section 2 there is a characterization of a property recognition with a group of ex-
perts/crowdsourcers. They are equipped with a stage-by-stage knowledge acquisition scheme
(cognition model). Section 3 contains a construction of representative category which gives a
faithful basis to proposed (f, g)-neighborhood model and corresponding knowledge acquisition
media. This model gives an embedding for an interaction of crowdsourcers and properties which
they are recognizing.
2 Crowdsourcers and the property recognition
In short, crowdsourcing can be perceived as the control of assignments and prroperties/fea-
tures which arise in analysis of Big Data. This needs a series of analytical actions including:
selecting out the collections for extracting the information in need; extraction of entities from
the non-structured or weak-structured sources; evaluation of neighborhood of individuals in
diﬀerent data collections; merging the instances of individuals including detection and erasing
the duplicates; development of data schemes in collections and their mapping into the target
scheme; generation of instances of the actual individuals and concepts for data corresponding
the target scheme.
2.1 The technology of crowdsourcing.
The area of crowdsourcing is extremely booming, and so far the conventional systems and meth-
ods of working with them has not yet appeared. With crowdsourcing [3] the handwork is used
for data processing, obtaining or generating data on demand, as well as for their classiﬁcation,
ranking, marking or reﬁning the existing data. These manually solvable problems are often
diﬃcult to automate, for example, when determining the ranking of something or someone,
or in determining any signs of interest to any data source. The data, manually created, can
also be viewed as a source of data on equal rights, so naturally, we would like to integrate
this crowdsourced data with other traditional sources. This will allow the end user, instead of
working with heterogeneous data sources, to communicate with a single uniﬁed database, which
is an advantage.
2.2 A neighborhood of the property.
A search of neighborhood of the property is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: (f, g)-neighborhood of the property T .
An explanatory system can be represented as follows: the events evolve from A to B, and
properties are shifted from T to S.
The initial property T can be shifted along g, transforming into property S. In other terms,
S is in g-neighborhood of T .
The initial state A can evolve along f , transforming into the state B. In other terms, B is
in f -neighborhood of A.
The property S includes g-shifted property T .
B-concept of property S contains (f, g)-neighborhood: f -neighborhood of shifted property
S and g-neighborhood of the initial property T .
2.3 Cloned individuals: f-neighborhood
Assume that “events” evolve along the evolvent f from the old state to a new state (pay
attention to reversed order !):
f : new state −→ old state.
The individuals cloned by the evolvent f are gathered into domain Cf , which is assumed as
f -neighborhood of the initial domain (in an old state):
Cf ⊆ Hproperty(new state).
This domain is inhabited by those individuals t of the initial domain in a new state, which
conform the logical ﬁlter Φ, evaluated along the evolvent f :
Cf = {t ∈ Hproperty(new state) | ‖ﬁlter‖f [t/y](new state)}
≡ domain of f -clones.
These clones inherited the indicated property even with the transition in a new state.
Assume that free in the logical ﬁlter Φ variables are taken of u0, . . . , un−1, y, where y is the
property of individuals we have an interest.
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Figure 2: Outline of the map of subsequent actions of the crowdsourcers.
2.4 Property recognition scheme
For a group of n crowdsourcers or experts with “knowledge stages” A1, A2, . . . , An respectively,
there is a task to recognize the property T using the recognition function HT . Let their actions
are enforced by a system of maps f1, f2, . . . , fn−1. Then qualitatively the map of their
subsequent actions is in accordance with the commutative diagram in Figure 2. Taking the
notations adopted above, the more rigorous representation of the map of their subsequent
actions has an outline of a commutative diagram. In this diagram
HT (Aj) = {h′|h′ : Aj → T}
is the domain: a set of individuals h′ “in a ﬁeld of view” of Aj , which have the property T .
If f : Aj+1 → Aj for j ≥ 1 in a theory, let HT (fj) be a map that transforms individual
h′ ∈ HT (Aj), recognized by crowdsourcer j, in the h′ ◦fj ∈ HT (Aj+1), where it can be handled
by crowdsourcer j + 1, etc.:
HT (f1) : HT (A1) 	 h 
→ h ◦ f1 ∈ HT (A2)
HT (f2) : HT (A2) 	 h ◦ f1 
→ h ◦ f1 ◦ f2 ∈ HT (A3)
. . . : . . .
HT (fn−1) : HT (An−1) 	 h ◦ f1 ◦ · · · ◦ fn−2 
→ h ◦ f1 ◦ · · · ◦ fn−1 ∈ HT (An)
Using the conditions above it is not so diﬃcult to show that
HT (f1 ◦ f2 ◦ · · · ◦ fn−1) : h ∈ HT (A1) 
→ h ◦ f1 ◦ f2 ◦ · · · ◦ fn−1 ∈ HT (An)
and
HT (fn−1) ◦ · · · ◦HT (f2) ◦HT (f1) = HT (f1 ◦ f2 ◦ · · · ◦ fn−1).
The question arises, how the image of data that is classiﬁed by such a manner is semantically
stable within the information system. It will have to make a deﬁnite conclusion about the form
of the recognition function.
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3 Representative category
The arguments in favor of applied recognition function result in that they have the abilities of
functor category. Achieving this, consider a cartesian closed category (c.c.c) C which gives all
the considered objects A1, A2 . . . , An and maps f1, f2, . . . fn−1. The proposed construction
has a direct connection with a usual set theory. Let S be a category of all the sets and arbitrary
functions, which, as known, is c.c.c. as well. Take the functor category SCop of all contravariant
functors of C in S with the natural transformations as the maps. As can be shown, the initial
category C has a full and faithful embedding in SCop .
A construction of contravariant functor is characterized as follows. This is a map F : Cop →
S, which for any object A of C assigns the set F (A) of S, and for any mapping f : B → A of C
assigns the function F (f) : F (A) → F (B)
For instance, it is possible to demand that they should be the concepts. In particular, it is
acceptable to determine that F ≡ HT .
3.1 Variable property as g-neighborhood
Consider the case of g-transforming of property T , which occurs according some reasons and
“along” the function g : T → U , which is taken of a category C. The actions of crowdsourcers
are reﬂected by a commutative diagram.
For the functions g : T → U and k : U → V , we obviously result in Hk ◦Hg = Hk◦g, which
determines H : C → SCop as a covariant functor between the categories. Surely, HT uniquely
determines T , and Hg uniquely determines g.
3.2 Variable domain as f-neighborhood
Whenever assume that C is a c.c.c., then the category SCop enables to represent the variations
that occurred in the domain.
Take such a functor HT , denoting it by V . The functor V of SCop gives the representation
of a variable domain. More rigorously, for any object A ∈ C there is the assigned domain
VA = V (A),
which represents a set of individuals.
The mappings f : B → A, which are taken of Cop, represent the transitions between “stages”
A and “later” stages B. Every of the transitions “restricts” the elements of VA to the elements
of VB “along” the mapping f .
From above, a notational framework can be generated with more or less eﬀorts leading to
the computational model to solve a task of Big Data analysis using a group of crowdsourcers
for recognition the properties.
Conclusions
A method of (f, g)-neighborhood for studying the information processes was formulated giving
rise to faithful embedding of meaningful models into representative category. This led to a
cognition models with uniﬁed architecture.
As was shown this model is valid for information processes with manually generated data
sources which result from a collaborative activity of groups of crowdsourcers. Crowdsourcing
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can be understood as the eﬀorts to analyze the volumes of data with a recognition of their
properties. This is a kind of relationship of Big Data and Thick Data.
A cognition media was constructed on the basis of some results on homotopy type theory.
An advanced computational model was created using the variable domains. This is especially
important for the analysis of information processes in Web which is characterized by he volu-
minous variation of information collections. This results in a variation of ranges for variables
in Web-query expression even in a runtime. Thus, there is an obvious factor of semantic insta-
bilities and vulnerabilities of Web-systems and their architectures.
The possible emergence of tangling individuals and poorly/weakly separated sets/types
needs a further research using the newest mathematical achievements.
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